Book reviews

**Tumors of the Ovary and Maldeveloped Gonads.** RE Scully. AFIP Atlas of Tumor Pathology. 2nd Series. Fascicle 16. (Pp 413; Figs. 383; Plates 16; US $16.)

Robert Scully's reputation as a master of ovarian pathology can only be still further enhanced by this volume in the second series of the *AFIP Atlas of Tumor Pathology*. The WHO classification of ovarian tumours is used as a skeleton which is elegantly fleshed out by a lucid text which is permeated throughout with evidence of the author's vast experience of his topic. Further embellishment is provided by nearly 400 black-and-white figures, which are nearly all of high quality, and by 16 colour plates, some of which have a rather garish quality to their tints. A number of electron micrographs are included among the figures, but these are used sparingly to illustrate specific points. The references, though not over-abundant, are carefully chosen.

This book should be on the work-bench of all histopathologists who have to deal with ovarian tumours.

*J T Whicher*


This booklet offers authoritative advice to staff of chemical and biological research laboratories on safety measures to be taken in using chemical carcinogens. Chapter I seeks to define the problem in operational terms. The point is well made that it is scarcely possible to produce recommendations to cover the whole spectrum of circumstances in which chemical carcinogens may be used: the establishment of safety measures should rest on a balanced judgement by the investigator in charge of all the relevant risk factors. Chapter II sets out a code of practice intended to avoid exposure of workers to carcinogens and contamination of the laboratory, equipment, and environment. The principles of sound laboratory design, personal protection, manipulative techniques, monitoring and identification of hazard areas, and emergency procedures are outlined. Chapter III considers the storage, dispensing, and disposal of carcinogenic waste and highlights some very real practical difficulties. Chapter IV reviews the responsibilities of different grades of laboratory staff and the proper administrative and surveillance procedures. The booklet concludes by identifying areas where additional research into safety procedures is needed. A bibliography of 50 general references and 24 IARC publications is appended.

Much of this information is already available in one or other code of practice. Nevertheless, it has been skillfully drawn together and laced with good common sense. The booklet should be compulsory reading for all safety officers. Its advice should be heeded by all who work with chemical carcinogens.

*SS Brown*


This book deals with the pathophysiology of the plasma proteins and the role of their measurement in clinical practice. For a small book attempting to cover a large subject it is both comprehensive and readable and reflects the many years of experience the author has had in this field.

The approach is disease-orientated and does not attempt to enter into great detail on the biochemistry of the plasma proteins. Because of this it is a useful addition to the other texts already in existence which are of a more biochemical nature. Unfortunately the high standard is not uniformly maintained in all chapters. This is particularly true of fields such as lipoprotein metabolism and acute phase proteins where recent developments have somewhat changed our views. This is, however, more than compensated for by many other excellent chapters.

A useful and comprehensive appendix has been included on laboratory methods for plasma protein investigation and, while this is brief, it does nonetheless provide a useful starting point for the laboratory worker. Good instructions are provided for most basic laboratory methods with very adequate bibliography.

This book will undoubtedly be of considerable value to chemical pathologists and clinical biochemists concerned with providing a clinical service in plasma protein measurements. It will also provide a useful source of reference to other pathologists wishing to take an interest in this important field. It is not a book for the expert, but for those wishing to gain an appreciation of this field of clinical pathology it is excellent.

*MG Rinsler*

**Notice**

3rd Annual Dermatopathology Colloquium

This meeting will take place at Guy's Hospital, London SEI on 11 July 1981, immediately preceding the International Dermatopathology Symposium. Further information regarding applications for attendance and details relating to submission of abstracts may be obtained from Dr DM MacDonald, Department of Dermatology, Guy's Hospital, London SE1 9RT.